Rescue Your Retirement
How moving just 10% of your portfolio to a simple, proven,
and controlled risk investment system can make you
10 times richer when you retire.
Dear Investor,
How has your portfolio done over the past few years?
If you’re like most of us you’ve watched as your investments have gone right
down the toilet. Your 401(K) has been cut in half. Your brokerage account fallen
to where it was a decade ago. Even the value of your home has taken a big hit.
Your retirement is in jeopardy. Every aspect of your financial well being is in
danger.
Sure, you’ve made some of those losses back since the market bottom, but not all.
You still aren’t where you want to be. You still don’t feel financially secure.
You tell yourself you’ll just continue to work and put off retirement an extra year
or two and you’ll be back on track. You’ve convinced yourself the market will
improve, that things will get better.
But will they?
You can’t watch the evening news without hearing of continued weakness in the
economy. Unemployment remains way too high. Home prices continue to fall.
The stock market is experiencing unprecedented volatility with wild swings up
one day but down the next.
Congress continues to spend our money like drunken sailors adding to the
trillions of suffocating national debt. The Federal Reserve keeps printing money
and trashing the value of the dollar. And now the talking heads on the financial
shows are warning us we may be entering the second dip of a double dip
recession!
But there is a way off this rollercoaster…
Let me tell you about The Seasoned Stock Alert. It’s a proven, simple yet
amazingly accurate stock forecasting system.
This system offers huge returns, fast hits, outstanding average gains, and
tremendous long-term potential.

But here’s the kicker… You need only invest a small part of your money thus
greatly limiting your risk. With as little as 10% of your portfolio committed to
this system, you could be well on your way to recover your lost retirement, and
even gain total financial freedom.
You can earn substantial returns which over time can add up to millions of
dollars. All while knowing 90 percent of your money is safely tucked away in
secure, guaranteed investments of your choosing.

A Tale of Two Investors
Just let me take a moment to show you the tremendous money-making power of
The Seasoned Stock Alert.
Take two investors… Let’s call them John and Judy.
John wants a very conservative investment to sock away for his retirement in
about 20 years from now. So he takes $50,000 and puts it in tax-free bonds
yielding four percent. Assuming he reinvests his interest payments, John will
have watched his money grow into a nice next egg of $109,556 by the time he’s
65. Not bad, don’t you think?
Judy, on the other hand, also wants to build retirement savings so she also
invests in four percent tax-free bonds. But unlike John, she puts 10 percent of
her portfolio, or $5,000, in The Seasoned Stock Alert recommendations: low
risk, quick turn-around stock investments that result in an average annual yield
of 30 percent.
By the time Judy is ready to retire in 20 years, her $45,000 in bonds has grown
to $98, 600. But her $5,000, given an annual 30% return, will have ballooned to
an amazing $950,248.
Judy’s total portfolio is now $1,048,848.73 – over one million dollars - nearly 10
times that of John!
To be honest, I’ve not included the effects of taxes in the calculations. But you get
the point; even a small amount of your portfolio carefully invested where it can
earn handsome returns makes a lot more profit than a lot of money earning
today’s miserly rates of return.
Did you ever think as little as 10% of your portfolio could create that much
wealth?
It can!

And the best part is you don’t have to put all - or even most - of your hard earned
savings at risk. All it takes is a few thousand, perhaps just 10 percent of your
portfolio.
Now, you and I both know there is no sure thing when it comes to the markets.
No system can deliver 100% accurate trading signals…
But that’s not to say you can’t get close...

Introducing A Remarkably Effective System to
Predict Significant Stock Price Moves Before They
Happen…
As you know, a lot of businesses are heavily seasonal. This is nothing new. Every
astute investor and trader is aware of this. Short-term trading of stocks based on
seasonal influences is one of the most logical approaches to the markets. You
only take high-probability trades based on sound reasoning.
But… when you combine that simple premise with the power of Quantum Charts
you get an incredibly accurate view of what a particular stock is going to do
tomorrow and over the next few days and weeks.
I’ve written to you before about Quantum Charts. You may remember. It is an
extremely powerful analysis tool which allows you to see exactly what a stock has
done in the past given a chosen set of parameters.
Well this is the next logical step. I use Quantum Charts to identify the most
profitable trades in highly seasonal stocks. And I do all of the work for you!
More on Quantum charts in a minute.

Stock Trades with up to 90% Accuracy
Take for example Pool Corp (POOL). Pool is a wholesale distributer of everything
that is pool related, from chemicals to pumps, to cleaners. When do you think
POOL’s business begins to really sizzle? You guessed it, leading into the summer
months POOL has moved higher 92% of the time by an average of 7% over
just a 2 - 3 week period.
The time to buy POOL is the first week of April. This year, POOL traded at an
average price of just under $25.00 during that week. Before the month ended 3weeks later, POOL traded over $30.00 – an impressive 20% move.

Or consider Harley Davidson. If you buy HOG any time during the 4th week of
June -- about a month before the annual rally in Sturgis – you’d experience a
move higher 85% of the time by an average of 7% within the following 3 – 4
weeks.
This year, the average price during that week was about $38.00. HOG touched
$44.00 (15% move higher) just 7 days later. See the chart below.

Of course, you can profit from downward seasonal moves in stocks, too.

For example, summertime is generally not the best time for electronics. MEMC
Electronic Materials primarily develops and sells silicon wafers for the
semiconductor industry worldwide.
Since 1995, this stock (WFR) has moved down after the 2nd week of July
86% of the time by an average of over 5%. This year, the average price during
the 2nd week of July was around $7.75. Within 4-weeks the price dropped to
$5.00 – that’s a 35% drop in less than a month (chart below).

Make Money Like Clockwork
As you can imagine, finding all the different opportunities and doing the research
to know exactly when to buy or sell, how long to hold onto the trade, and where to
take profits and place your stop losses requires work and takes quite a bit of
time…
Unless you subscribe to The Seasoned Stock Alert.
You see, I do all the research, analysis, and heavy lifting and send you an
email alert for your review. I’ll only send you an alert when I have identified an
opportunity with a high probability of success - a past rate of occurrence of 75%
or better.
But with the huge number of stocks that are influenced by seasonal factors there
will be no shortage of plays available. Here are just a few of the trigges that have
historically proven to move certain, specific stocks:

•

Hot Weather Recreation

•

Dieting/Fitness

•

Cool Weather Recreation

•

Energy Usage

•

Sports

•

Construction

•

Christmas

•

Gardening/Planting

•

Clothing Needs

•

Car Buying

•

Back to School

•

Real Estate

•

Cooking/Baking Seasons

•

Vacations/Travel

In September alone we have 8 different stock picks coming up that are based
heavily on seasonal influences. As you can see, many of these opportunities have
a past occurrence rate at 90% or better.
Here is a summary of the 8 issues coming out in September:

NOTE – The column "Days 1 – 5" indicates the percentage of time the stock
moves higher for a buy opportunity and lower for a sell opportunity, within that
time frame. For example, Sept – Issue 7 is a sell opportunity where the stock has
moved DOWN within 5 days of the start of the sell date 86% of the time.
Each Issue of The Seasoned Stock Alert gives you detailed information about
the seasonal opportunity along with easy to follow, clear cut instructions on
precisely when to buy and sell to best take advantage of each trade.
Once you receive an issue, you can decide the amount you wish to invest based on
the probability of success. Or you can decide to skip it altogether. Each issue is
independent on all others so you can miss a trade if you choose, or even go on
vacation for a month, and still return to trading without impacting the
effectiveness of the system.

Also, the system works just as well for small accounts as it does for large trades.
You decide how much to put at risk based on your own risk profile, timing, and
resources available.
And your funds are not tied up for long periods. These trades close out in a
matter of days or weeks. You won’t wait many months or years in order to realize
profits.
It truly is making money like clockwork!

Combining Technical Analysis with Seasonal
Factors
Seasonal factors are important, but equally important is how technical factors
also might affect the seasonal movement.
This is where the power of Quantum Charts really enhances the Seasoned Stock
Alerts. With every Seasoned Stock Alert, we provide context of how both the
short-term and long-term trend has affected the overall seasonal performance of
the trade opportunity.
Below are the first pages of two of The Seasoned Stock Alerts for September
(we have blocked the stock symbols to be fair to our paid subscribers):

Long or Short

As you can see, The Seasoned Stock Alert provides both long and short
trading opportunities. While one season drives a stock price higher, the end of
the season or another season can also drive it lower. There are many "double
opportunities" in one stock because of this. One season we will buy, another
season we will sell the same stock.

Great for Option Traders
The Seasoned Stock Alerts are great for option traders. You’ve already seen
the possible gains to be made in a quick stock move. Now just imagine what your
return would have been using the leverage provided by options!
Short-term, high-probability moves mean option buyers can get in and get out
while increasing the overall potential return on the amount being risked. A 5%
move in the underlying stock can easily turn into a 100% gain with an option.
Options also make it easy to take advantage of both buying and selling
opportunities.
Likewise, if a stock has moved higher 90% of the time, the probability of success
for option sellers increases all the more. However, we strongly caution against
selling options unless you are experienced and fully understand the risks
involved.

Extremely Simple to Use
You don’t need to do any analysis. Each issue of The Seasoned Stock Alert
comes with specific entry and exit points so there is no guessing on how to take
advantage of the opportunity. We trade all alerts exactly as they are outlined in
the alert report.
Also, each Seasoned Stock Alert is independent of other alerts so if you miss
one or decide against taking a recommended position you are still in the game for
the next trade.
Trades are often independent of the broad market movement. For example, the
above alert based on the upcoming school year has moved higher 96% of the time
during a 2-week period where the Dow 30 has moved down almost 60% of the
time.

It takes some guts…
But I must make it clear, this service is not for everyone.

For one thing, it takes some guts to trade it. After all this is a brand new service
without a long track record. And some of the opportunities may be for companies
you’ve never heard of. With the first few issues you receive, you may ask yourself,
“Do I really want to take this trade?”
That’s a typical and honest reaction.
But once you watch trade after trade take off within days, you’ll stop doubting
and start enjoying the ride.
Which brings me to another important matter…

A very limited and time-sensitive opportunity
There is a strict limit to this time sensitive opportunity. We want to reward those
traders who join us at the outset and get in on the ground floor of this trading
service. Subscribe to The Seasoned Stock Alert in the next few weeks to
become one of our Charter Members and receive our lowest pricing.
You see, once the power of this amazing service gets out, I truly expect the
demand to become overwhelming and these special price levels won’t last.
But remember, we want you to be comfortable with the service, and we want to be
sure every new investor who joins The Seasoned Stock Alert is qualified to
benefit from it. Again, this is a very specialized financial service – one that
detects and exploits seasonal price moves for specific stocks that occur nearly
every day.
So…

What’s this system worth to you?
What would this incredibly accurate, low risk system that gives you an
opportunity to save your retirement portfolio be worth to you?
Understand that a trading system this powerful, this exclusive – and one that
requires so much time, effort, and research on my part to make it work – does not
come cheap.
That’s one reason we are a bit picky about who we want to subscribe. We want to
provide a benefit to very serious traders for whom the price we charge is of
limited concern.

I suppose if you are like most investors it would be worth many thousands of
dollars. Other services offering this type of opportunity charge as much as
$10,000. But a subscription to The Seasoned Stock Alert doesn’t cost that
much.
In fact, it’s not even half that. Although, in my opinion, it would be worth every
penny of that amount.
To become a subscriber today – and to begin receiving your issues immediately –
you need pay only $797 for a full year’s service.
Or if you prefer, you can receive all the benefits of membership for as little as
$247 each quarter or $97 each month, whichever is most convenient for you.
That’s a great value considering had you invested $5000 in just the few
recommendations mentioned in this letter you would have earned about $5000
in profit – nearly doubling your money. That’s enough to pay for your annual
subscription 6 times over!
Special Pricing for Quantum Charts Users
If you are already a Quantum Charts user, we wish to offer you truly exceptional
discount pricing as a reward for your continued support.
If you are already a Quantum Charts user, or wish to take advantage of the
benefits of becoming a Quantum Charts user, simply click the appropriate
members only selection available in the link below.
Best Value
Of course if you are a Quantum Charts Lifetime Member, The Seasoned Stock
Alert is absolutely free for life. There are a limited number of QC Lifetime
Memberships available. For more information on the QC Lifetime Membership,
and to become a Member through a low monthly payment plan, click HERE.

For Sophisticated Investors Only
Now, I realize even these discounted, charter member prices are not trivial
amounts of money.
Again, this offer is not for everyone. If you are the least bit skeptical, I urge you
to please seek other opportunities.
This offer is only for those investors who show the discipline of a shrewd and
successful trader by getting in when we say and getting out when we say.
Everything will be clear to you in each issue of The Seasoned Stock Alert you

receive. No guesswork is required on your part. Simply buy what and when we
say buy - and for heaven’s sake, sell when we say sell.
You must be the type of investor who enjoys the exciting, fast-paced excitement
of jumping on a recommendation and riding it for serious profits.

No Risk Guarantee
If you’re intrigued by the low risk, high-profit potential of this service, I urge you
to act immediately.
So here’s what I propose…
Decide today you want in on The Seasoned Stock Alert, and make a good
faith effort to follow the service. If at the end of your subscription you have not
made enough profit to more than cover your costs, we’ll extend your subscription
for another 90 days. And we’ll keep extending you until you do.
We’ll be trading right along with you so we’ll be painfully aware if that is ever the
case.
But I don’t think that will happen. What will happen - I believe – is once you get
a first hand look at this very private and very profitable trading system, once you
see the trades first hand, you will be delighted with the results. And you will
congratulate yourself over and over again for making a smart decision when the
opportunity presented itself.
Remember, the profits you’ve seen here are just the beginning.
There’s not a better time to profit and resume building your retirement nest egg…
There will be hundreds of seasonal stock opportunities in the next few months.
For example there are a number of stocks that pop as school goes back in session.
Then there are the holidays and end of the year, the new year, tax time, etc. All of
these trigger a select few stocks to move.
Please don’t miss out on any of them.
Make a modest, intelligent investment in your future wealth. Subscribe to The
Seasoned Stock Alert today.
<Orange button with white print: Sign up for The Seasoned Stock Alert>
To Your Success,
Ryan Jones

Editor
The Seasoned Stock Alert
P.S. Still sitting on the fence? Well, let me give you a little nudge. Subscribe now
and you’ll receive these special reports as a free bonus:

Bonus # 1
How to Compound Your Seasoned Stock Alert Trades for 10x
the profit potential
If you are a quarterly or yearly subscriber to The Seasoned Stock Alert, I
will provide you with a step by step plan that shows you exactly how to compound
your Seasoned Stock Alert profits so that a 40% non-compounded annual return
can balloon into a 230% compounded return. If The Seasoned Stock
Alerts continue to perform at a rate of 3% - 4% per month (non-compounded
return) for a 2nd year, the compounded return skyrockets to 1,000%.

Bonus # 2
Free 6-month subscription to the QC Special Trade Reports for
the futures, forex and S&P 500 E-mini index.
Each month, there are 3 - 4 seasonal opportunities that exist in the commodity,
futures, forex and S&P E-mini markets. Each provides a unique, high-probability
trading opportunity with full analysis and easy to follow signals. Yearly
subscribers to The Seasoned Stock Alert will receive all of these at no extra
charge for 6-months.
Come join us now while this limited time offer is still in force. Opportunity
doesn’t often knock twice. Join us today and get your retirement back on track…
<Orange button with white print: Sign up for The Seasoned Stock Alert>

Disclaimer
There are risks involved in trading stocks. Historical price action based on
seasonal factors is no guarantee of future price action. This information and all
information contained in the seasoned stock alerts is for educational purposes
only.

< Johnson box: <insert photo Ryan Jones> Ryan Jones has been actively studying the
market for over XX years. He has experience trading < continue Bio here>..>

